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MEETING MINUTES 

February 7, 2015 

  

Meeting opened at 12:10 chaired by Executive director, Paula Leslie. There were 11 
members present. All persons introduced themselves. 
Paula then asked for a motion and a second to approve the Minutes and financial report. 
Approved. 
Membership report Kathleen Crump motion made, seconded and approved. 
Legislative report Doug Tiller and Paula Leslie spoke about the issues that we have in the 
legislative procedure. Ethanol bills are all over the map. Lane sharing is seeing a lot of 
interest. 
Helmet repeal bill—a lot of interest is being shown in this issue. Doug reported on the 
continuing efforts to convince the lawmakers of our  stance and opinion of several bills. 
They both told of upcoming appointments with legislators and senators. They are 
awaiting the data from UC Berkley about the lane sharing issue. The study is expected to 
be quite beneficial to our cause due to a drop in fatalities.  Doug told of the parking 
problems concerning motorcycle in Corvallis. 
Paul Romaine  Lobbyist for the LOW CARBON fuels standards asked if BikePAC would 
be interested in joining the effort. Paula said she would have to discuss the issue at this 
meeting to get a consensus of opinion. Discussion then happened and a vote was taken 
following a short break. 
After much discussion about this issue-more contact must be made with knowledgeable 
people and organizations to obtain the information necessary to make an intelligent 
decision. A motion was then made to table the issue until the next meeting of BikePAC. A 
second was made and approved. 
Under old business- T shirt design for BikePAC for May Awareness rally March 
7th meeting will be the date the decision will be made. Corvallis call to action showed a 
great response to the call. The legislative rally in January had a great response to the 
capitol as well. Thanks to Quiet Mike and his organization. 
Under New Business—May motorcycle Awareness Rally. All permits are in the process 
or have been approved. Kathy has been in contact with radio station We need to 
advertise in any publications that are available. Mel will have the bike Show again this 
year. Flyers will be available on our website for anyone to print as many as they can 
distribute.  Doug will contact TV stations 

Paula will Make arrangements for a band to play at the rsally 

Next meeting’s guest speaker will be Pat Hahn from Team Oregon Motorcycle training 
program. 
Motorcycles using the shoulder in case of emergency issue was next discussed. Should 
we keep on chipping away at the problem? Discussion about the merits of both lane 
sharing and use of the shoulder of the road was bought up by members. Motion made 
and seconded to keep working on the issue HB 2512’ 



Rotten Roger has a decal (sticker) that could be modified to fit our BikePAC 
Organization. Mel showed the decal to Teresa to get opinion as to cost and availability of 
printing about 500. 
Teresa suggested, that on the issue of lane sharing it would apply only when the traffic is 
stopped. 
Next meeting is scheduled for March 7th 2015 at the Salem Library. 
  
Meeting adjourned at 13:52 

  
Mel Yeager 

Secretary/treasurer 

 


